Spinodal decomposition in a mean-field model of the cortex: Emergence of hexagonally symmetric activation patterns.
Spinodal decomposition is a well-known pattern-forming mechanism in metallurgic alloys, semiconductor crystals, and colloidal gels. In metallurgy, if a heated sample of a homogeneous Zn-Al alloy is suddenly quenched below a critical temperature, then the sample can spontaneously precipitate into inhomogenous textures of Zn- and Al-rich regions with significantly altered material properties such as ductility and hardness. Here we report on our recent discovery that a two-dimensional model of the human cortex with inhibitory diffusion can, under particular homogeneous initial conditions, exhibit a form of nonconserved spinodal decomposition in which regions of the cortex self-organize into hexagonally distributed binary patches of activity and inactivity. Fine-scale patterns precipitate rapidly, and then the dynamics slows to render coarser-scale shapes which can ripen into a range of slowly evolving patterns including mazelike labyrinths, hexagonal islands and continents, nucleating "mitotic cells" which grow to a critical size then subdivide, and inverse nucleations in which quiescent islands are surrounded by a sea of activity. One interesting class of activity coalesces into a soliton-like narrow ribbon of depolarization that traverses the cortex at ∼4cm/s. We speculate that this may correspond to the thus far unexplained interictal waves of cortical activation that precede grand-mal seizure in an epileptic event. We note that spinodal decomposition is quite distinct from the Turing mechanism for symmetry breaking in cortex investigated in earlier work by the authors [Steyn-Ross et al., Phys. Rev. E 76, 011916 (2007)PLEEE81539-375510.1103/PhysRevE.76.011916].